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Figure 1: Overall pipeline of motion capture. Skeletons are assigned to the tracing IDs. Spatial outliers are corrected in the first
stage. The triangulated and original skeleton are fused based on confidence. Lastly, the final stage removes temporal outliers.

ABSTRACT
In the metaverse, the avatar motion plays a pivotal role in users’
communication who aspire to express themselves. Creators are re-
sponsible for motion generation using motion capture technology.
However, most motion capture studios have clear economic and
technical limitations for creators working from home. To overcome
these obstacles, this research proposes a portable and real-time
motion capture system(ZStudio) with commercial cameras. Further-
more, it also puts forth an algorithmic pipeline that dramatically
enhances accuracy with a limited number of cameras.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Motion capture; Motion pro-
cessing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Motion is a key form of non-verbal communication in both real-
life and virtual world [2], where creators serve as crucial content
providers in enabling users to express individuality through avatars
[5]. To expedite creators, service providers have researched mo-
tion capture from two perspectives: mobilization and advancement,
meaning mobile-device-level usage and micro-level accuracy re-
spectively.

However, these two perspectives have distinct challenges. Firstly,
mobilizable pose estimation methods are susceptible to occlusion
and lead to depth ambiguity[6]; it impedes utilization of service.
Secondly, high-performance solutions are not real-time and above
all, pose physical and economic limitations for creators. In this paper
proposes a motion capture system design with hardware design
suitable for installation at home and motion estimation algorithms.

In summary, the contributions of this paper include:

• Robust motion capture algorithmic pipeline: We pro-
pose a temporal-spatial robust motion capture pipeline; it is
resistant to common challenges of motion capture: left-right
reversed, partially framed out, occluded joints.

• Portable, yet scalable and realtime system: ZStudio re-
quires a minimum of two Azure Kinect units and an easy-
installable interface with 30FPS. The system can be expanded
according to creators’ needs for more performance.
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(a) Layout (b) Interface

Figure 2: System configuration diagram of ZStudio.

Figure 3: Joints and estimated confidence values.

As related studies, Panoptic[4] proposed a “social Interaction
dataset” using 480 VGA, 31 HD, and 10 Kinect cameras. Recently,
simple capture studio[1], fewer than 10 cameras, contributes to the
improved accuracy of 2D estimation.

2 PROPOSED METHOD
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed system that resolves spatial and
temporal outliers, which are caused due to invisible joints and self-
occlusions. The visual information generated by each perspective
interacts with themselves to alleviate outliers.

2.1 Hardware Configuration
Figure 2. depicts hardware configuration. The capture field is de-
fined as the union of the field of view (FoV) of the four cameras.
The capture field can be freely modified within the distance limit
of Kinect in any place, and we set the camera positions empirically.
Kinects connect to the desktop via USB 3.0, and a TRG cable is re-
quired for temporal synchronization. Cameras are calibrated with
pre-marked patterns[3].

2.2 Pose Refinements
Pose estimation causes outliers for a variety of reasons such as mo-
tion blur. The primary idea is the confidence of each joint represents
view reliability in triangulation[3]. In the first step, we regenerate
spatial joint confidence. In detail, we create integrated depth maps
from four Kinects and compute the joint confidence based on the
obtained 3D pose. Furthermore, the similarity is measured based on
the angle between the bone vector in the current and the previous
frame to remove ill-pose such as a flipped and mislay estimated
skeleton.

Temporal interference occurs due to physical reasons such as
the rolling shutter, sensor noise, illumination, etc. We separately
mitigate local and global temporal outliers with well-known pro-
cessing algorithms. We refine the bone vectors locally with the
SLERP algorithm. OneEuro filter purifies root position(pelvis) from
temporal outliers for global coordinates.

Figure 4: Box-whisker plot of bone vectors.

3 EXPERIMENT
Figure 3 illustrates that projected point clouds and apparently visi-
ble and occluded joints have high confidence (green) and low con-
fidence (red) respectively—confidence alleviates the frequency of
ill-pose occurrences in triangulation. To validate the plausibility of
the result poses, we measured the variance of each length of the
most dynamic: forearm and shin in Figure 4. The variance of the
bone lengths refined by the pipeline was 64% less than the average
of the variances of the other views and 35% less than the lowest
variance view.

Additional experiments confirm that the number of views has a
significant impact on achieving higher plausibility. Assuming the
variance of the results obtained with four cameras was 1, variances
of two and three camera systems were 1.28 and 1.15 respectively
in the identical motion sequence. We confirmed our pipeline runs
on 30FPS+, maximum FPS of Kinect camera, with Unity Engine on
i5-13600KF, RTX 4080, and 32GB RAM.

4 CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed the portable and real-time motion studio
for creators with multiple cameras for accurate 3D pose and pre-
sented an algorithmic pipeline to solve various problems resulting
from inaccurate pose estimation. In the future, we plan to present
how to quantify and measure the plausibility of the motion capture
system and re-targeting to avatars.
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